Hillel Society Presents
Dr. Nitzan Lebovic

Professor Of History at Lehigh University, Dr. Lebovic studies German-Jewish Culture, the Holocaust and Israel. He teaches classes about the history of the Holocaust, the history of total war, introduction to modern Jewish culture, and the history of fascism. Dr. Lebovic received his B.A. in History and Theory of Literature from Tel Aviv University and his Ph.D. from UCLA and has authored several books.

Why does the Holocaust matter now?
The Changing Cultures of Holocaust Memory

During the past seventy years the memory of the Holocaust was identified with a deep wound at the heart of Western ethics and politics. It also served to explain why we need to keep democracy and humanism alive. At the present moment, as the generation of survivors disappears and the recollection of events fades, the memory of the Holocaust changes its purpose. Politicized on the one hand, and theorized on the other, it stands for unexpected lessons.

Wednesday, May 1, 2019
7pm in Kirby 104
Holocaust Remembrance Week

Light Refreshments will be served